
Oil

Geopolitical tensions are currently causing a lot of insecurity on the crude oil market. The death of journalist Jamal Khashoggi continues 
to draw headlines, and the market is nervous if any sanctions against Saudi Arabia could affect supply on the oil market. There are 
however also signals that Saudi Arabia will cover the lost exports of Iran, which is a bearish signal for the market. The Brent front month 
contract closed yesterday at 79,83 USD/bbl, slightly up for the day, but we expect losses in Tuesday’s session.

Gas
Over the weekend, the weather outlook for Northern Europe suggested a bit milder conditions than what was previously forecasted, 
and this led to a bearish day on the European gas markets, as it could cause reduced demand. A well-supplied market and falling prices 
on the carbon market added to the negative sentiment.

Coal
The European coal markets opened yesterday with an upturn, but the sentiment turned more negative later in the session, probably as 
a result of the sudden losses on the carbon emission market. The API 2 Cal-19 contract ended up falling 0,40 USD/t, settling at 98,40 
USD/t. The losses continue today as the overall sentiment across the markets is negative.

Carbon
This week opened with another day with big fluctuations on the European carbon emission market. The market responded to a weak-
ening sentiment across the European power markets and to some insecurity regarding interest data. At the end of the day, the EUA 
DEC-18 contract had fallen 0,71 EUR/t to 19,00 EUR/t. We expect another bearish session Tuesday.

Hydro
Tuesday morning, the mild end to the outlook, which was established yesterday is confirmed. Temperatures will rise to above average 
by mid-next week following a cool ending to this week. The hydro balance is still in a minor deficit, which has been the case for some 
weeks now, but this is not enough to change the fact, that the weather offers bearish support to the Nordic power market today.

Germany

On what was an overall negative day across the markets, the German power market also saw some quite noticeable losses. The losses 
across the fuel markets were supported by milder weather forecasts, that warmer temperatures in Germany than what was forecasted 
ahead of the weekend. As a result of this, the country’s Cal-19 contract fell 1,40 EUR/MWh to close at 52,55 EUR/MWh. We will likely 
see another downwards adjustment today.

Equities
Monday, the international stock markets had a bullish opening of the week, amid positive signals from China, where the president sig-
naled confidence and support to the country’s economy. In Europe, focus is still on Italy, where the country’s new left-wing government 
might consider increasing public spending. Today, the first signals are a bit more bearish.

Conclusion

The week opened with falling prices on the Nordic power market, as a bearish sentiment across the fuel markets and on the German 
power market was supported by milder and wetter weather forecasts for the coming weeks. Both the short and the long end of the 
market edged down, with the Q1-19 and the YR-19 contract both falling 0,95 EUR/MWh, settling the day at 47,30 EUR/MWh and 37,45 
EUR/MWh respectively. Tuesday morning, the signals from yesterday continue, and we expect another day with losses on the Nordic 
power market.
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21-okt 42,39 46,42 40,57 45,67 40,57 40,57 40,59 November 50,08 53,35 49,50 51,75 51,38 47,50 47,50 Novem- 52,62 60,52 68,63

22-okt 37,81 41,96 37,81 41,96 42,20 37,81 38,05 Q1-19 45,55 48,98 49,30 50,80 52,30 47,55 47,30 Q1-19 52,21 62,53 96,40

23-okt 32,17 32,40 35,63 35,63 42,25 35,63 36,04 2019 42,03 44,68 39,65 40,89 43,90 37,58 37,45 2019 51,38 56,90 96,40


